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Digidesign control 24 dimensions

FREE EBOOK DOWNLOAD â-oCome on the FREE COURSE TOUR eptember 1, 2004 Digidesign has launched Pro Tools TDM 6.4.1 software for Pro Tools|24 MIX. Pro Tools TDM 6.4.1 offers new feature improvements and is the final version of Pro Tools software to support the Pro Tools|24 MIX product line. Pro Tools 6.4.1 software enables owners of Pro|24 MIX Tools to
extend the actual life of their hardware through its new features and help maintain session compatibility with current Pro Tools| HD series systems with features such as +12 dB fader. For Mac OS X users, Pro Tools 6.4.1 software adds Panther support (Pro Tools|24 MIX systems are not compatible with Apple Power Mac G5); and for both Mac OS X and Windows XP platforms, it
contains a subset of new features found in Pro Tools TDM 6.4 software (now shipping with Pro Tools| HD) along with some Pro Tools|24 MIX-specific bug fixes. Features and benefits of Pro Tools TDM 6.4.1 software include: +12 dB Fader Gain -- Expand the fader earnings range in the Pro Tools mixer to +12 dB over 0 dBFS. This provides more mixing flexibility than the previous
+6 dB fader gain, especially for records made at lower levels. With a new conicity of over 0 dB, the folders control surface also have a more familiar, console feel support for new command|8 Area Control Track Position Numbering with Scroll to Track Number -- Now Individual pieces on large sessions can be easily located and assigned in the software interface and/or on the
control surfaces Digidesign hierarchical Plug-in Menus -- Makes it easier to find plug-ins process type support for 23,976 fps - Allows post professionals working with high definition video to use a new frame-specific rate for the environment, ensuring proper synchronization with the source (requires synchronization of Digidesign I/O) Enhanced screen for the chronology of the legs
+frames -- Allows the user to set zero-foot point+frames anywhere in the session and with multiple frame rates , allows the standing+frames timeline to remain synchronized with all workflow variations New clip meter features -- Includes a new keyboard shortcut emptying all clips and a clip snap preference with three display options for hold clip: 'infinite' (current default), '3 second',
and 'none' Support for SCSI Rescan/Hot Swap with new ATTO SCSI and Digidesign SCSI|128 or ATTO UL3D SCSI HBA drivers -- Version 3.10 ATTO SCSI drivers support SCSI Rescan with Mac OS X, allowing users to hot swap using removable SCSI carriers if they have Digidesign SCSI|128 or ATTO UL3D SCSI HBA (the accompanying ATTO SCSI configuration driver and
configuration tool can be downloaded via www.attotech.com/software/driver15.html) Pro Tools|24 MIX systems register for Pro Tools TDM 6.0 or newer software can download for free Pro Tools TDM 6.4.1 , or can purchase Pro Tools TDM 6.4.1 CD for Pro Tools|24 MIX (cross-platform) for 4.95 U.S. dollars plus shipping and tax through Digidesign online DigiStore
(store.digidesign.com). Owners of Pro Tools|24 MIX systems that software versions of Pro Tools tdm below 6.0 can purchase the Pro Tools TDM 6.4.1 CD for Pro Tools|24 MIX for 35 USD plus shipping and fees through DigiStore. For more information, visit their website at www.digidesign.com Categories Top Audio Types &amp; Home Theatre Cameras &amp; Cameras
Computer Cables Computer Components Input Devices Storage Networking Print &amp; Scan Projectors Smart Wearables Software Telecom &amp; Navigation TVs &amp; Monitors Warranty &amp; Support Others â†' Top brands Acer AEG Aeg-Electrolux Asus Canon Casio Electrolux HP NIKON Nikon Panasonic Philips Samsung Samsung Other †' Top Types Infotainment
Musical Instruments Video Games &amp; Consoles other â†' Top Brands Acer AEG Asus Dometic Electrolux HP Juno Panasonic Philips Progress Samsung Sharp Sony ZANKER Zoppas Other Types of †' Top Types of Machine Binding Plates Computers Media Correction Office Accessories &amp; Supplies Pulling Equipment Cleaning Kit Folders, Binders &amp; Indexes
Laminators Mail Provide paper cutters Sorters Storage Accessories for office machines Typewriters Typewriters Other Tools â †' Top brands Bosch Canon Casio Craftsman Dell Epson Fujitsu HP KitchenAid LG Panasonic Philips Samsung Sharp Smeg other â†' Top types of bedding &amp; bedding Cleaning &amp; disinfection Do-It-Yourself Tools Home Appliances DÃ©cor
Home Furniture Home Security &amp; automation Kitchen &amp; houseware accessories Kitchenware Lighting other â†' Top brands AEG-Electrolux Bosch Electrolux HP IKEA Indesit LG Panasonic Philips Progress Samsung Sony Whirlpool Zanussi other â†' Top types Bags &amp; cases Children carnival covers Clothing that pegS Decomers Dry cleaners Fabric Razors Clothing
for men Tie holders ultrasonic cleaning equipment Other women's clothing watches â†' Top brands Braun Casio Delta Garmin Huawei Indesit LG Mitsubishi Electric Philips Radio Shack SEVERIN Sony V7 Velleman ZyXEL other â†' Top Types of Air Handlers Boom Lifts Compact Excavator Excavators Finishers Front End Chargers Noise Oxygen Reduction Equipment Robotics
Scrubber Spreader Tractor Trash Compactor Welding System Other â†' Top Brands AEG Aeg-Electrolux Asus Canon Casio Electrolux HP LG Nikon Panasonic Philips Samsung Sony Whirlpool Yamaha Other Types of †' Top Blood Pressure Units Electric Brushes Epilators Women's Hygiene Products Hair Trimmers &amp; Men's mowers Razors Men's paper products Personal
paper products Shaving accessories Solari Tooth care Other razors for women â†' Top brands AEG Aeg-Electrolux Bosch Canon Casio Electrolux KitchenAid LG Panasonic Philips Samsung Whirlpool Yamaha Zanussi other â†' Top types of hot drinks other â†' Top brands â€ †† types of top cars Electric scooters Car accessories &amp; components Electronic cars Motorcycles
Offroad Vehicle Scooters Utility Vehicle other â†' Top brands AEG-Electrolux Bosch Canon Casio Craftsman Electrolux LG Panasonic Panasonic Panasonic Samsung Sharp Sony Yamaha Zanussi other types of †' Baby bathing &amp; potting Baby safety Baby sleeping &amp; patting Baby travel Feeding, napping &amp; nursing Toys &amp; accessories other â†' Top brands AEG
Asus Bosch Casio Electrolux HP LG Panasonic Philips Samsung Sony Whirlpool Yamaha Zanussi other â†' Top types Bicycles &amp; accessories Bubble machines, Camping &amp; outdoor Fitness , Gymnastics &amp; Weight Training Martial Arts Equipment Skateboarding &amp; Skating Smoke Machinery Target Protection Equipment &amp; table games Winter Sports
Equipment Winter Sports Equipment other †' Top Brands Craftsman Daikin Emerson Epson Frigidairire Harbor Harbor Tools HP Miele Panasonic Philips ProForm Samsung Sennheiser Weider Yamaha Other Types of †' Top Hair Clippers Other â† ' Top Brands Andis Other â†' Top Types Pill Mement Device Stairlifts Other â†' Top Brands Alber Bruno E-PIL Minivator Savavary
other â†' Balance $455,0037 Offers, $200.00 shipping, eBay Money Back Guarantee Seller: necro25(615)100%, Location: El Monte, California, Ships at: USA, Item:113756364211Focusrise MC124 Digidesign Control 24, Control Surface Mixing Console Board, Pro Tools This console has been pulled from a power supply work environment, plus all digital connection cables for 24
parts and module are included. This Mixing Board is currently Boxed &amp; Safely Stored with Ample Care, pictures are taken within the Box. Bid for an Excellent Used Focusride MC124 Digidesign Control 24, Control Surface Mixing Console Board Offered in perfect working condition!!.. Control Area Control|24 is a collaboration between Digidesign and Focusride. Control|24
gives you precise and tactile control over pro Tools recording, mixing, and editing features. Control|24 also includes 16 premium microphone payments, a control room monitoring section and a line sub-mixer. These analog audio features make Control|24 an ideal front-end for recording Pro Tools, as well as a complete control surface for monitoring and mixing. FedEx Ground
shipping size and weight. Free local pickup is available. Freight shipping can be an option if the buyer prefers, but the buyer must arrange and pay for shipping and you must contact us before buying is done. Please send us a message before purchasing &amp; letting us know if you choose to use Local Pickup or if you want to use Freight Service. We only accept PayPal. Please
message me with any questions or concerns you may have before bidding or purchasing. Good luck to you and thanks for checking us out. Condition:Use, Status:Excellent used!!! Works perfectly!!! Power supply plus all digital connection cables for included parts and modules.., Brand:Focusride, Number of channels:24, Type:Mixing Console, Analog/Digital:Analog &amp; Digital,
MPN:MC124 PicClick Insights for ' 'PicClick Exclusive Popularity - 263 views, 6.4 views per day, 41 days on eBay. Very large amount of views. 1 sold, 0 available. Very large amount of offers. 263 views, 6.4 views per day, 41 days on eBay. Very large quantity The view. 1 sold, 0 available. Very large amount of offers. Price - Seller - 615+ items sold. 0% negative feedback. Great
seller with very good positive feedback and over 50 ratings. 615+ items sold. 0% negative feedback. Great seller with very good positive feedback and over 50 ratings. And innovation. Taking modern notes takes the familiar scribble of handwritten notes and associates it with the digital age's sharing and storage capabilities. In addition, taking modern notes gives you opportunities
to view ideas in ways you've never done before, expanding innovative space and transforming the way you create. The innovator's guide to take note of the modern pdf for free. Taking modern notes takes the familiar scribble of handwritten notes and associates it with the digital age's sharing and storage capabilities. Together, they create a method of note taking thatâ€™ it's easy
to organize, share, save, and access while improving retention, creativity, and collaboration. Mar 06, 2016 DOWNLOAD: Free eBook: â€œThe Innovatorâ€ ™s Guide to Modern Note Takingâ€ (. PDF) Not to mention the productivity potential of lost information and ideas. But thereâ€ ™ is a solution. Taking natural notes takes the familiar scribble of handwritten notes and combines
them with productivity-enhancing technology. Capturing, storing, and sharing notes has never been easier, and taking notes. Feb 19, 2016 The Innovatorâ€ ™s Guide to Modern Note Taking by Reading The Innovatorâ€ ™s Guide to Taking Modern Notes, youâ€ ™ you will learn to adopt a lifestyle taking note that combines the best of art and science to make you more productive
and creative. Articles similar to ' 'PicClick Exclusive Zoom ThumbnailsPicClick Exclusive'&gt; $232.001 Bid6d 17h $699.00Buy it now8d 1h $1,000.00Buy It Now27d 18h $2,999.99Buy It Now15d 13 525.00$Buy it now25d 12h $325.00Buy it now26d 9h $2,999.00Buy it now26d 11h $450.00Buy It Now23d 0h $5,995,00Buy It Now3d 1 21,100.00Buy it now2 7d 13h $750,000 Offers or
Buy it Now2d 20h $2,750.00Buy It Now13d 20h $1,349.99Buy It Now27d 18h $24.9 99.00Buy it now24d 16h $1,499.99Buy It Now21d $1,000.00Buy It Now28d 20h $5,400.99Buy It Now29d 15h $1,700.00Buy It Now25d 0h $845.99Buy It Now4d 22h $1,900.00Buy It Now11d 10h $1,499.99Buy It Now13d 10h $10h $10h 1,699.99 Buy it now26d 20h $4,000.00Buy it Now27d 12h
$1,699.99Buy It Now26d 14h $29,1999.00Buy it now28d 13h $1,800.00Buy It Now28d 6h $1,291.00Buy It Now26d 19h $16,200.00 00 Buy It Now7d 11h $11,500.00Buy It Now18d 14h $1,900.00Buy It Now10d 1h Hardware &gt;Audio Interface, Computer Recording System, Control Surface, Digidesign's midi interface LE range has received a comprehensive review over the past
year , and the new flagship 003 and 003 Rack incorporate many improvements on their predecessors. After many rumors, Digidesign announced replacements for their popular interfaces 002 and 002R. The new models are probably called, surprisingly, 003 and 003R. As with M Box 2, it is clear that they are not intended to provide radically different from their predecessors. There
are some new features and many improvements, but the basic functionality or philosophy behind the products has not changed, and of course they still come with the highly respected Pro Tools LE DAW software. Like 002, 003 combines a multi-channel audio interface and MIDI with an eight-fader control surface, while its rackmount brother includes the interface without the
control surface. Most of the improvements that have been made thus relate to 003, as 002 had more features than 002R to begin with! However, there are some improvements that apply to both models. Many potential buyers will welcome the inclusion of word clock input and output ports on both 003 and 003R. This was a feature offered for the first time in the LE range of
interfaces with the introduction of M Box 2 Pro (revised in November 2006: www.soundonsound.com/sos/nov06/articles/mbox2pro.htm). Input and output ports allow you to connect BNC cables to synchronize 003(R) with incoming word clock signals and sync other devices with the word clock generated by Pro Tools. Unlike the M Box 2 Pro, what's more, 003 can clock external
signals to up to 96kHz. The synchronization indicators on the front panel display the active external clock source, from word clock, SPDIF, and ADAT. Digidesign have also introduced in the 003 family the second headphoneoutput have added to the M Box 2 Pro. The two headphone outputs normally mirror the 1/2 outputs of Pro Tools and are independent of the monitor outputs,
but the second output of the headphones can mirror the 3/4 outputs when the '3/4-HP2' switch is selected. Both headphone outputs will be powered by the Aux In signal when Aux In is activated (to monitor). Headphone outputs are not affected by the Mute Monitor switch, but follow the Mono switch. The new arrangement is ideal to have a second headphone output for talent,
allowing you to create a separate monitor mix routed to 3/4 outputs, leaving the main routed to 1/2 outputs for the engineer to monitor without disturbing the talent. Another improvement is the addition of a second output monitor, which is great to have a second internal reference set of speakers attached to the system without needing another box to connect them. Digidesign have
apparently completely redesigned microphone preamps for 003 and 003R, and I'm surprised they haven't done more than one song and dance about it. The dynamic range has been improved by almost 6dB, and the total harmonic distortion has been reduced from 0.04 percent to 0.0007 percent, which is a five-fold improvement. The first four entries no longer have separate line
sockets, but reviewing spec, DI entries on the first four entries covers this role as well. 003 has separate metering and ring LEDs position on each channel. So do technical improvements on these new preampletranslate into better sound? I used my Sennheiser MKH40 microphone and compared the sound though though variety of routes, taking care to level-match each route, so
comparisons would be valid: MKH40 to 003 premp MKH40 to Focusrite Octopre at 003 via ADAT MKH40 to 002R preamp MKH40 to M Box preamp 002R was the poorest of the bouquet â€ not bad, indeed, but others were better. I was surprised at how good the preamps in the Original M Box were, the only thing that left them down being a relatively high noise floor. Preamp 003
compared very well with Octopre Focusride sound. If anything, the 003 sounded a little brighter, and had the best low-frequency performance with a richer and rounder sound. Therefore, popping was most visible on 003. The noise floor was as good on 003 as on Octopre and subjectively it was possibly slightly better. Having the word clock on 003 was great, as 003 was the master
clock on the system. With my 002R I have to watch Pro Tools with Octopre, which always refers to me, so I don't know how stable the Octopre clock is. I must say, however, that I am disappointed that Digidesign did not have the opportunity to increase the number of microphone preamps in 003/003R to eight. This would have made the units even less dependent on additional
equipment for recording complex sessions. Having eight internal preamps with the ability to add another eight using something like an Octopre Focusrite, powered in 003 through the ADAT port, would provide 16 channels of microphone preamps in a very compact package. 003 is designed to function as a flexible MIDI control surface for software other than Pro Tools, and its MIDI
Map buttons allow you to specify what messages its different controls should send when you put 003 in MIDI mode. Fortress team 3 new classes. 003 supports two different MIDI Map preset banks, corresponding to the MIDI Map A and B buttons, and you can edit, name, and remember custom MIDI map presets. Digidesign have produced a separate full MIDI mode guide to help
you set up 003; was not installed on my system and I could not find the installation CD that came with 003, but a quick search of the Digidesign site soon turned up. The control area of 003 has been revised in relation to its predecessor. Digidesign added a corresponding dual-concentric jog/shuttle wheel in addition to the pseudo wheel of 002, which was actually a set of navigation
buttons. The outer ring of the wheel is a control of the shuttle. When you rotate the transfer ring, it automatically puts Pro Tools in Shuttle mode, where you can play forward or backward at a variable rate, depending on the position of the shuttle. The shuttle ring returns to its central position (without shuttling) when you release it. The 003 Rack inherits many of the improved
features of the 003, including its high-quality pre-amppayments. The inner part of the wheel is a jogging control, and when you rotate this automatically puts Pro Tools in Jog mode. In this way, you can the transport session (and cursor) forward or backward of small amounts, allowing you to find listening editing points, I used to have to do before the days of digital audio stations,
would be Pro Tools. The jog control also has a number of other functions. It can be used to bank parts to different faders: to scroll the display of the parts on 003, hold the Nudge switch and turn the inner jog wheel clockwise to scroll the pieces to the right or anti-clockwise to scroll the pieces to the left. It can be used to continuously zoom in or out horizontally or vertically on all
tracks by holding down the Zoom button while turning the wheel clockwise or counterclockwise. Alternatively, to continuously zoom in or out vertically for all tracks, you can hold down Shift+Alt+Zoom and rotate the wheel clockwise or counterclockwise. When using the jogging/transfer wheel, keyboard and mouse controls are not supported and most 003 commands become
unavailable, except for 003 fades, which can be used at the same time as the jogging/shuttle wheel. You just need to remember that the 003 transport controls will disable the jog/transfer wheel immediately. Otherwise, the normal operating mode will be returned a few seconds after the last touch of the jogging/ship wheel. This caught me for a bit, especially going from jogging to
commuting and wondering why he didn't respond immediately. The 003 arrow buttons didn't change depending on those of 002, but I found a bug in the bank and nudge modes, through which banking or nudging to any group of faders other than the first eight made the cursor return to the beginning of the session. 002 had a set of LEDs arranged in an arc above the rotary
encoders, which either indicated the position of the corresponding rotary control or acted as a level counter for the track in question. On 003 Digidesign separated these functions; encoder indicators now surround encoders, and counters are vertical LED graphs. Furthermore, they have added an option where bar graphs can display the automation status for each track. I have to
say, though, that I don't particularly like the shape and feel of 003's buttons. They're like top hats upside down, where you get your hands on the rim to adjust the control, and they don't sit well in my fingers. I prefer the buttons on Command 8 and 002. A major improvement on 003 is the addition of a jog wheel/shuttle. New controls include a Save button: pressing this switch twice
is equivalent to choosing Save on the File menu in Pro Tools. I had to check the manual on this after I pressed it once, assuming it would do it, but the button simply flashed to me and Pro not save. I suppose the double press is to stop accidentally pressing the Save button, but for my money hitting Save should be as easy as possible! Digidesign have also added a Mem Loc
(Memory Location) switch that provides access to all memory locations in a Pro Tools session and can be used to recall memory locations. Memory. The Mem Loc button will once flash; The LCD display will display the first eight memory locations in the bottom row, and the eight Select Channel buttons will blink. To select a memory location, press the appropriate intermittent select
button and that memory location will be recalled. If you have more than eight memory locations, you can display additional pages by pressing left and right Page switches. To open and close the Memory Location window, hold down Shift and press the Mem Loc. 002 switch has an input switch that switches between Auto Input and Input Track modes for record enabled tracks. This
is the same as switching from the Pro Tools Track menu or alt/Option+K keyboard shortcut. When you switch it so that it's in Input Only mode, the display briefly displays AutoIn, and when you press the Input button again to enter it in Auto Input, the display displays InOnly. I interpreted this as meaning Pro Tools was in input mode only, but in fact it says that the next time I pressed
this button it would go into input mode only. The same approach is used when you access menu items from 003: the menu item displays the status when you select it, rather than its current status. Like the same control on 002, the Enter button (OK) is equivalent to pressing the Return or Enter key on your computer keyboard and allows you to OK on-screen dialogs or create new
memory locations in Pro Tools directly from the control surface. However, on this model review, which was one of the first two 003s in the UK, I found a bug with this. The first time I hit the Enter key to create a location point on the flight while in The Game, it created a point so expected, but the subsequent pressing of the Enter button on 003 were ignored. If I then pressed the
Enter key on the computer keyboard, the first press was ignored, but the subsequent presses on the keyboard created location points. Once I used the Enter key on my computer, then I got one more go on 003; subsequent presses were then ignored I went back to the keyboard, and so on. I took up the bugs I found with Digidesign UK, and a quick call to the States confirmed that
these are known bugs that are fast-tracked for extermination. All being fine, there will be an updater to cover them by the time you read this review. The new Default button can be used with a Select Channel switch to reset a fader (or a fader mapped plug-in parameter) to its default setting. For example, you can reset a channel volume fader to its default 0.0dB level by holding
down the Default button and pressing Select Channel control. This is just like Alt/Option-click on a control. Alternatively, to set all channel faders or plug-in parameters to their default settings, hold down the Default and Alt/Option buttons and press the Select Channel switch on a track. Like most other in the LE range, Rack 003 is available in two packages, called 003 and 003
Factory, the difference being that the latter includes an iLok key and a package of plug-ins â€ see the Digidesign website for details. 003 is only available in a factory version. To coincide with the release of 003 and 003R, Digidesign has also updated its free Ignition Pack software package. Pro Tools Ignition Pack 2 comes with all new purchases M Box 2, M Box 2 Factory, M Box 2
Mini, M Box 2 Pro and 003 Rack, while larger Ignition Pack 2 Pro comes with all new M Box 2 Pro Factory, 003 Factory, 003 Rack Factory and Pro Tools HD systems. I am disappointed that 003R is not considered a Pro product, which means you have to buy the factory version to get Ignition Pack 2 Pro. The basic Package Pro Tools Ignition Pack 2 includes: Ableton Live Lite 6
Digidesign Edition. Ericehead Reason Adapted 3. IK Multimedia Amplitube LE. FXpansion BFD Lite (three kits, or six with Ignition Pack 2 Pro). Celemony MelodyUno Essential. Digidesign Xpand! Biblioteca de sunete M-Audio Pro Sessions SE. Way Out Ware TimewARP 2600 Lite. The Analog Factory ARTSE. iZotope Ozone 3 Lite, Trash Lite and Spectron Lite Pro Version
packaged with 003 and 003 Rack Factory adds: Digidesign Synchronic. Sound Libraries from Big Fish Audio, Cycling '74, Sonic Reality and Zero-G. Trillium Lane Labs TL Everyphase and TL Utilities. Packages also include Pro Tools Method One DVD training, a one-year subscription to Broadjam.com and a one-year subscription to Sonicbids.com, plus free entries
Garageband.com the contest (a free entry with Ignition Pack 2, three free entries with Ignition Pack 2 Pro) and a voucher giving you a free Digidesign plugin when you sign up for a Pro Tools education course. Digi has made it more difficult to install Ignition Pack software several times, asking you to connect to their secure website to enter an activation code. Then you receive
serial numbers by email for most products, and Pro users receive iLok assets for Synchronic, TL Utilities, and TL Everyphase. Digidesign has provided Write, Touch, Lock, Read, and Stop switches that represent the options in the AutoDrag Down menu in the Edit or Mix windows. Automation mode can be set from 003 for a single track, all selected tracks, or all parts in Session,
and you can also suspend automation globally. The Write, Touch, Lock, and Read switch LEDs are lit individually when at least one channel has the appropriate automation mode. The switch-off LED flashes when channels are not set to Write, Touch, or Lock, and at least a channel's automation mode is set to Off. This means that more LED light when there are channels with
different modes of When the Meter switch is set to Auto, the Meter LEDs for each channel display their respective automation status. Digidesign have taken the additional features introduced with M Box 2 Pro and rolled them in 003 and 003R. They also added Number of additional controls and features at 003: jog/wheel transfer is particularly welcome, but improved microphone
preamps are unknown hero in this remodeling â€ shame there is another four of them. Digidesign have chosen smartly to upgrade features that will benefit most users, both in professional arenas and home studio, such as i/O word watch and additional monitor and headphone outputs. All new features make it easy to operate Pro Tools using the control surface rather than a mouse
and keyboard, and will suit users who prefer a more tactile connection to their equipment. Entry fees on channels 1-4 are managed by DI entries. The extra pair of monitor outputs is a nice improvement. 003 is therefore definitely an improvement over 002 in all areas, but it is clearly aimed at new customers who would have previously looked at 002 rather than being presented as
an upgrade path for existing 002 users. In fact, Digidesign offers a wide range of upgrade paths from all LE hardware except 002 and 002R, so this could be a good time for 001 users to benefit from a deal on an upgrade and get their hands on the new Ignition Pack 2 too (see box above). It is a shame that there is no way to upgrade 002 (R) users; I'll lose the word output clock
when I do the location registration job with my Octopre and 002R, but would struggle to justify the cost of a new 003R, especially as I wouldn't get the Pro version of Ignition Pack 2. Fortunately, Digi stated that the appearance of 003 does not mean that 002 users will be left behind, and that 002 will be supported in the upcoming Vista upgrade. If you want to run the Pro Tools
Software, there are two obvious alternatives to 003. One is to buy a second-hand or end of line 002, in which case you'll be missing out on improved preamplitors and new features in 003. The other is to get an M-Audio Project Mix I/O and a copy of Pro Tools M-Powered. This would work cheaper, and you would give eight microphone premps to 003 by four, but you would lose on
a number of other features, including 003 hardware metering, LED position indicators on its rotary controllers and factory plug-in package. The integration between the controller and the host software is also tighter and more comprehensive with 003, which uses a Digidesign proprietary protocol, than Project Mix I/O, which emulates a Mackie HUI. If you plan to work on other DAW
software, an affordable alternative to Rack 003 would be Presonus Firstudio. It has 16 channels of ADAT I/O, eight microphone preampitors and two headphone amps and can also be chained to daisies. At £649, including VAT, it's more affordable, although of course you'll have to budget for the software also. Enter and exit the Word clock. Additional headphone output. Additional
monitor output. Improved pre-payments. 003 has many additional controls compared to 002. Ignition Pack 2 is a valuable package. Still only four microphone premps. why 003R come up with the Pro version of Ignition Pack 2? A remodeling rather than a whole new product. The 003 is a very useful remodeling of the 002 range, with some excellent new features including I/O word
watch, additional monitor outputs and enhanced microphone preampiors. The new Ignition Pack 2 software package is an additional bonus. Digi 003 Pound Factory 1756.63; Digi 003 Rack £910.63; Digi 003 Rack Factory £1192.63. Prices include VAT. Digidesign UK +44 (0)1753 655999. +44 (0)1753 658501. 658501.
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